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About This Game

Renegade Kid’s beloved dimension-defying muddy platformer is back with a brand-new game – Mutant Mudds Super Challenge
– featuring a host of exciting, fresh platforming challenges and boss fights, for super players!

FEATURE SUMMARY:

40 brand new levels - designed for super players.
Five epic boss characters stand between you and victory!

Dimension-bending, layer-jumping, platforming fun across 5 new world themes.
Explore hidden pathways to find pick-ups and unlock 20 secret characters.

Visit Jukebox room to enjoy entire muddy soundtrack, featuring new Super Challenge chiptunes.
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Title: Mutant Mudds Super Challenge
Genre: Action, Adventure
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Renegade Kid LLC
Publisher:
Nighthawk Interactive LLC
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2016
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Go buy it <3. Everything I ever wanted.. 2017-12-29 made by Veo.
And I who think that Mutant's Mudds Deluxe was a difficult game... I did not know there was one version of this game that was
even harder...
So here, I have played many difficult games. Specifically, similar to games like these. But I must say that I never have died so
many times on the first track in the first world.
Mutants Mudds Super Challenge stands for its name to be difficult. In the game, you control your character from track to path
with three lives to collect all the crystals, and take you to the goal. simple? Not really...

There are many different obstacles as different types of enemies, spikes, lava, and falling holes you come into when you missed
a pixel based jump. With spikes and lava - they kill you right away if you touch them.
As an object, you have full control over yourself, with your sliding jet pack and gun. Plus one of the 3 power ups you can take
to the track. Oh yeah, Some levels has a timer on some of them. if the timer runs out, you lose.

 It's a hard game. But it's a good game as well.

Graphics and animation. - 9/10. It is pixel graphics. Like the last game. These courses now look better, and the animations on
the new enemies look good. The new graphics courses look as good as the first game.

The music and sound effects. - 7/10. As the previous game had. Same sound effect. With some new ones. The music is good
even the newer ones, you must collect as an item to unlock it.

Gameplay. - 7/10. Exactly the same. Now with bosses to fight. As well, I now see that they have put into the mirror world in the
ordinary level select screen. - Mirror = Ghost level - Cannot kill any enemys.

Story. - 3/10. Better story than first, but must play the first one to understand better.

Difficulty. - 10/10. Like darksouls. If you want that devil achievement - <100. . .

6/10. Very hard. Just buy this if you finished the first game 100% and wanted a more difficult game in the same game with new
courses.. Paid for a super challenge.
Got a super challenge.

One thing that I missed and would have liked to know before I started: You can get the power ups right from the start. I thought
they had to be unlocked like in the previous game (Mutant Mudds Deluxe). I only saw the platform to climb down after beating
several levels without the power ups, which was more frustrating than intended.. Paid for a super challenge.
Got a super challenge.

One thing that I missed and would have liked to know before I started: You can get the power ups right from the start. I thought
they had to be unlocked like in the previous game (Mutant Mudds Deluxe). I only saw the platform to climb down after beating
several levels without the power ups, which was more frustrating than intended.. 2017-12-29 made by Veo.
And I who think that Mutant's Mudds Deluxe was a difficult game... I did not know there was one version of this game that was
even harder...
So here, I have played many difficult games. Specifically, similar to games like these. But I must say that I never have died so
many times on the first track in the first world.
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Mutants Mudds Super Challenge stands for its name to be difficult. In the game, you control your character from track to path
with three lives to collect all the crystals, and take you to the goal. simple? Not really...

There are many different obstacles as different types of enemies, spikes, lava, and falling holes you come into when you missed
a pixel based jump. With spikes and lava - they kill you right away if you touch them.
As an object, you have full control over yourself, with your sliding jet pack and gun. Plus one of the 3 power ups you can take
to the track. Oh yeah, Some levels has a timer on some of them. if the timer runs out, you lose.

 It's a hard game. But it's a good game as well.

Graphics and animation. - 9\/10. It is pixel graphics. Like the last game. These courses now look better, and the animations on
the new enemies look good. The new graphics courses look as good as the first game.

The music and sound effects. - 7\/10. As the previous game had. Same sound effect. With some new ones. The music is good
even the newer ones, you must collect as an item to unlock it.

Gameplay. - 7\/10. Exactly the same. Now with bosses to fight. As well, I now see that they have put into the mirror world in the
ordinary level select screen. - Mirror = Ghost level - Cannot kill any enemys.

Story. - 3\/10. Better story than first, but must play the first one to understand better.

Difficulty. - 10\/10. Like darksouls. If you want that devil achievement - <100. . .

6\/10. Very hard. Just buy this if you finished the first game 100% and wanted a more difficult game in the same game with
new courses.. Why does this game only gave 6 reviews?!

It is amazing and so are the Devs!

Don't get me wrong, this game is no joke! It is hard. VERY HARD!

You need to be a Master in Execution and Timing (good reactions later aswell).

I recommend you buy and play the prequel of this game first and see if it is somethign for you before you attempt to slay this
monster.

I played and finished the normal levels of the prequel 100% (aswell as many of the special levels, but this game still rocks my
sock from the first level on. Sure it's been a while, but still.

So this all sounds pretty bad doesn't it? Maybe. So why am I still palying this. Because it is AMAZING.

The game is insanely hard but it NEVER is unfair. People often sue this quote for difficult games, but I promise you never was
it as fitting as with this game. Dark Souls doesn't hold a candle to this game in terms of hard but fair.

In this game there is absolutely NOTHING that is not in the realm of your controls, nothing that could not be handled by your
skill. It is a poor test of your abilities.
And if you are willing and in for that. Oh boy do I have a treat for you!

I already talked about the great mechanics and execution, but around this core lies a candyland.
the pixel graphics of this game are everythign else than Sloppy Bit graphics utilizing on some Nostalgia hype but are very well
done and have eevry right to trigger your Nostalgia, or if you are too young simply look great!

And the Soundtrack OH BOY the Soundtrack. Without any lie the Sountracks of this Game and its prequel are the BEST
Chiptune Soudntracks of any Modern game I have EVER had the pleasure to listen to (And I play A TON of indies)

If this game had a ton of reviews but also negatives because it is so hard...I wouldn't like that but I could understand it. Steam
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users seem to find very weird reasons lately to bash games.....

But seeing how little reviews this game has given how great it is aswell as its prequel really breaks my heart.

So, dear Steam User interested enough to read through this, GO BUY THE PREQUEL TO THIS GAME! And if you like it
COME AND BY THIS OEN TOO!! It really deserves the love!. This game deserves WAY more reviews! Like it's predecessor
(Mutant Mudds Deluxe), Mutant Mudds Super Challenge is a fantastic tough as nails platformer, with very fun and challenging
level design, excellent controls and mechanics, and great chiptune music.

If this game looks like your cup of tea, I suggest you buy and play the previous game first, so that you are better prepared for
this one. You can get Mutant Mudds Deluxe here:

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/247370\/Mutant_Mudds_Deluxe\/

Now, something that the dev should add to this game, which was present in the previous game, is Trading Cards! Jools, add
Trading Cards to the game, please?

And finally, from this game I learned a very important lesson that will stay with me 'till the day I die:

Git gud, or get rekt!. Why does this game only gave 6 reviews?!

It is amazing and so are the Devs!

Don't get me wrong, this game is no joke! It is hard. VERY HARD!

You need to be a Master in Execution and Timing (good reactions later aswell).

I recommend you buy and play the prequel of this game first and see if it is somethign for you before you attempt to
slay this monster.

I played and finished the normal levels of the prequel 100% (aswell as many of the special levels, but this game still
rocks my sock from the first level on. Sure it's been a while, but still.

So this all sounds pretty bad doesn't it? Maybe. So why am I still palying this. Because it is AMAZING.

The game is insanely hard but it NEVER is unfair. People often sue this quote for difficult games, but I promise you
never was it as fitting as with this game. Dark Souls doesn't hold a candle to this game in terms of hard but fair.

In this game there is absolutely NOTHING that is not in the realm of your controls, nothing that could not be handled
by your skill. It is a poor test of your abilities.
And if you are willing and in for that. Oh boy do I have a treat for you!

I already talked about the great mechanics and execution, but around this core lies a candyland.
the pixel graphics of this game are everythign else than Sloppy Bit graphics utilizing on some Nostalgia hype but are
very well done and have eevry right to trigger your Nostalgia, or if you are too young simply look great!

And the Soundtrack OH BOY the Soundtrack. Without any lie the Sountracks of this Game and its prequel are the
BEST Chiptune Soudntracks of any Modern game I have EVER had the pleasure to listen to (And I play A TON of
indies)

If this game had a ton of reviews but also negatives because it is so hard...I wouldn't like that but I could understand it.
Steam users seem to find very weird reasons lately to bash games.....

But seeing how little reviews this game has given how great it is aswell as its prequel really breaks my heart.
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So, dear Steam User interested enough to read through this, GO BUY THE PREQUEL TO THIS GAME! And if you
like it COME AND BY THIS OEN TOO!! It really deserves the love!. Go buy it <3
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harder than the first :D 10\/10. Really fun game with bits of challenging platforming, wasnt that hard after you get used to the
controls.
Took me 11-12hours to beat it 100% with all achivements so its abit short. Otherwise 10\/10 much better than the 1st one even
tho it was a 10\/10 aswell :).. Just as challenging as i would have expected also is a great time waster and really challenges your
awareness to platforms moving and enemies trying to attack you. 9\/10 glad i bought it :). harder than the first :D 10\/10. Just as
challenging as i would have expected also is a great time waster and really challenges your awareness to platforms moving and
enemies trying to attack you. 9\/10 glad i bought it :)
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